
I'm Enoch GAS Marutha from Sehlakone village, Ga-Modjadji, Tzaneen, Limpopo, 
South Africa, Africa...Africa is located on Planet Earth. I was born in 1998, on 
the 18th of May at around 8 in the evening (I'll ask my mom to confirm that). I 
am a Christian (JESUS' coheir, a child in the Kingdom and family of Heaven- 
GOD is My FATHER) Who's also a Music minister(Drummer) and an Aspirant 
"Managed”. Amen... 

My first attempt to "drums" was when I was still at crèche (in 2001-2002, when 
I was around 5). My dad bought me a toy drum set and then it obviously got 
wrecked out and I started creating kits for myself and practised on them. But 
until 2009 I was a bit inconsistent on drums because I was still trying to "find 
Myself " as a kid and finally I found out that I love Music more than a lot of 
things (My love for Music even led me to neglect things like sports, movies and 
other "useless" things like mathematics) and then I persisted in working on my 
craft even though at some points conditions weren't really conducive for me to 
do so but I pushed and I still push in spite of such conditions. Up to thus far the 
LORD has inspired and helped me to be a member of a band called 
corpeotecosderate... Loloud I'm joking, it's called Inspired Gospel Band of which 
I am one of the founders and hold a few other positions in the organisation. 
There are many other things that The LORD has made, is still making and will 
make me to be part of... I am a humble boy in whose heart the LORD has vested 
powerful Dreams that HE alone will bring to accomplishment. I Bless You and 
Everyone else. I Love You and everyone else... My point is that #LOVEisKING! (1 
Corinthians 13: the last verse) I`m Ministering in Drum at BY THE GRACE 
MINISTRY 


